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Innovation has increased exponentially with very 
different technological catalysts
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dGPTs boom is led by AI technologies

dGPTs are booming dGPTs by subfields

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How will technology change in the future?As we enter the third decade of the 21st century, new and powerful factors influence the direction that innovation is taking in science, technology and medicine to address the grand challenges of today. Most recently, the COVID-19 pandemic, climate change and the digital revolution have been major factors of technological and scientific change.Digital transformation heralds the Fourth Industrial RevolutionThe 21st century has seen digital technologies taking the world by storm, with some economists billing this as the Fourth Industrial Revolution, a fully-data driven economy. Digital general-purpose technologies are expected to make strides in optimizing transportation systems, transforming medical research and healthcare, and improving access to education.Read our report to find out more about how digitalization is changing the world.
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Shift from Research to Commercial Application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite the technology's emergence in the 1950s, AI-related patents only took off after 2013.Not only did patents relating to AI begin to grow in 2013, but they skyrocketed. One of the most striking findings of the report is that 50 percent of all AI patents have been published in just the last five years – a remarkable illustration of how rapidly innovation is advancing in this field.While scientific publications on AI date back decades, the boom in scientific publications on AI only started around 2001, approximately 12 years in advance of an upsurge in patent applications.The boom in patent applications, oriented towards the industrial application of technical solutions, lags that in scientific publications by about 10 years, which suggests that there has been a shift from Research to Commercial Application of AI and therefore a greater interest in the practical use of AI technologies.One of the most striking findings of the report is that 50 percent of the nearly 340 thousand AI patent families identified have been published in just the last five years of the study – a remarkable illustration of how rapidly innovation is advancing in this field.While scientific publications on AI date back decades, the boom in scientific publications on AI only started around 2001, approximately 12 years in advance of an upsurge in patent applications.
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Deep learning tech boom follows closely scientific 
research boom

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In general, there is a 10 year lag between the upsurge in scientific publications and patent families, like we saw in the overall data. The exception is deep learning, where the increase in both scientific publications and patents occurred very recently. This is further evidence that that the transfer from theoretical research to commercial applications embodying the technology takes about 10 years, except for deep learning, which is finding applications for commercial technologies very quickly.
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Life sciences applications lead the way

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The WITT provides insights of recent and future trends of AI. Accordingly, we will see AI move from limited areas such as machine translation and image search, to much broader commercial applications in the near future. Many AI-related technologies can find use across different industries, as shown by the large number of patents in AI that refer to multiple industries. Transportation is prominent not only in the overall results, it also features among those fields showing the highest growth rates in AI-related patent applicationsThe top two industrial fields mentioned in AI patents are telecommunications and transportation, with more than 50,000 filings each. 62% of AI patents refer to one or more fieldsTop 4 categories (account for 42% of all AI patents):Transportation (15%) Telecommunication (15%)Life and medical sciences (12%)Personal devices, computing and human-computer interaction (11%)
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AI patents are more concentrated than publications
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure compares scientific publications for top geographical locations of entities authors are affiliated with, compared to patent families filed in that location.The U.S., China and Japan account for a larger share of patent families than scientific publications, in contrast to most other geographical territories.Even if European, Indian and other public research organizations do not appear as top patent applicants, strong indication about AI research activity in these locations from top institutions publishing AI-related scientific literature.This may be due to the IP strategy universities and public research organizations in Europe may be following, the national or institutional policies to which they are required to adhere, cultural attitudes within the university or organization toward IP protection, a lack of awareness about the patent system, or laws governing the patentability of AI-related subject matter. 
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Most AI technologies seek protection in one jurisdiction only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In many cases, particularly where the invention is expected to have a broad application or considerable value, the patent applicant may choose to file further applications for the same invention in other jurisdictions (also known as subsequent patent filings). Two thirds of patent applications are not extended to additional jurisdictions after the first filing: 67 percent (227,627) of AI patent families are filed with only one office. This pattern is particularly pronounced among patent applications filed in China, where 93 percent of patent applications are not extended to other jurisdictions.Of the 33 percent of patent families (112,201) filed at more than one office, only 1.9 percent (2,100 patent families) are filed with more than 10 offices.The main office of second filing is the International Bureau of WIPO (18 percent of all patent families), followed by the U.S. patent office and EPO, as shown in figure 5.9. China ranks fourth with around 10 percent of all patent families being extended there. Two other offices that appear in the top 10 list are Canada and Australia. 
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What sets the Direction of Innovation?

The allocation of human and 
financial resources to 
different innovation activities 
can set the direction of 
innovation of communities, 
countries and even the world 
for decades to come. 
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AI Innovation ecosystem is disproportionately academic

AI families by applicant type AI share of total patents by applicant type 
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